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QUESTION 1

A company is using an existing orchestration tool to manage thousands of Amazon EC2 instances. A recent penetration
test found a vulnerability in the company\\'s software stack. This vulnerability has prompted the company to perform a
full evaluation of its current production environment. The analysis determined that the following vulnerabilities exist
within the environment: 

1.

 Operating systems with outdated libraries and known vulnerabilities are being used in production. 

2.

 Relational databases hosted and managed by the company are running unsupported versions with known
vulnerabilities. 

3.

 Data stored in databases is not encrypted. 

The solutions architect intends to use AWS Contig to continuously audit and assess the compliance of the company\\'s
AWS resource configurations with the company\\'s policies and guidelines. 

What additional steps will enable the company to secure its environments and track resources while adhering to best
practices? 

A. Use AWS Application Discovery Service to evaluate all running EC2 instances Use the AWS CLI to modify each
instance, and use EC2 user data to install the AWS Systems Manager Agent during boot. Schedule patching to run as a
Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task. Migrate all relational databases to Amazon RDS and enable AWS KMS
encryption. 

B. Create an AWS CloudFormation template for the EC2 instances. Use EC2 user data in the CloudFormation template
to install the AWS Systems Manager Agent, and enable AWS KMS encryption on all Amazon EBS volumes. Have
CloudFormation replace all running instances. Use Systems Manager Patch Manager to establish a patch baseline and
deploy a Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task to execute AWS-RunPatchBaseline using the patch baseline. 

C. Install the AWS Systems Manager Agent on all existing instances using the company\\'s current orchestration tool.
Use the Systems Manager Run Command to execute a list of commands to upgrade software on each instance using
operating system-specific tools. Enable AWS KMS encryption on all Amazon EBS volumes. 

D. Install the AWS Systems Manager Agent on all existing instances using the company\\'s current orchestration tool.
Migrate all relational databases to Amazon RDS and enable AWS KMS encryption. Use Systems Manager Patch
Manager to establish a patch baseline and deploy a Systems Manager Maintenance Windows task to execute AWS-
RunPatchBaseline using the patch baseline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization is planning to host a Wordpress blog as well as joomla CMS on a single instance launched with VPC.
The organization wants to create separate domains for each application using Route 53. The organization may have
about ten instances each with these two applications. While launching each instance, the organization configured two
separate network interfaces (primary + secondary ENI) with their own Elastic IPs to the instance. The suggestion was to
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use a public IP from AWS instead of an Elastic IP as the number of elastic IPs allocation per region is restricted in the
account. 

What action will you recommend to the organization? 

A. Only Elastic IP can be used by requesting limit increase, since AWS does not assign a public IP to an instance with
multiple ENIs. 

B. AWS VPC does not attach a public IP to an ENI; so the only way is to use an Elastic IP. 

C. I agree with the suggestion but will prefer that the organization should use separate subnets with each ENI for
different public IPs. 

D. I agree with the suggestion and it is recommended to use a public IP from AWS since the organization is going to use
DNS with Route 53. 

Correct Answer: A 

A Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a virtual network dedicated to the user\\'s AWS account. It enables the user 

to launch AWS resources into a virtual network that the user has defined. An Elastic Network Interface 

(ENI) is a virtual network interface that the user can attach to an instance in a VPC. 

The user can attach up to two ENIs with a single instance. However, AWS cannot assign a public IP when 

there are two ENIs attached to a single instance. It is recommended to assign an elastic IP in this scenario. 

If the organization wants more than 5 EIPs they can request AWS to increase the number. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/using-eni.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Who is responsible for modifying the routing tables and networking ACLs in a VPC to ensure that a DB instance is
reachable from other instances in the VPC? 

A. AWS administrators 

B. The owner of the AWS account 

C. Amazon 

D. The DB engine vendor 

Correct Answer: B 

You are in charge of configuring the routing tables of your VPC as well as the network ACLs rules needed to make your
DB instances accessible from all the instances of your VPC that need to communicate with it. 

Reference: http://aws.amazon.com/rds/faqs/ 
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QUESTION 4

A company collects a steady stream of 10 million data records from 100,000 sources each day. These records are
written to an Amazon RDS MySQL DB. A query must produce the daily average of a data source over the past 30 days.
There are twice as many reads as writes. Queries to the collected data are for one source ID at a time. 

How can the Solutions Architect improve the reliability and cost effectiveness of this solution? 

A. Use Amazon Aurora with MySQL in a Multi-AZ mode. Use four additional read replicas. 

B. Use Amazon DynamoDB with the source ID as the partition key and the timestamp as the sort key. Use a Time to
Live (TTL) to delete data after 30 days. 

C. Use Amazon DynamoDB with the source ID as the partition key. Use a different table each day. 

D. Ingest data into Amazon Kinesis using a retention period of 30 days. Use AWS Lambda to write data records to
Amazon ElastiCache for read access. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/amazondynamodb/latest/developerguide/Introduction.html 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the name of licensing model in which I can use your existing Oracle Database licenses to run Oracle
deployments on Amazon RDS? 

A. Bring Your Own License 

B. Role Bases License 

C. Enterprise License 

D. License Included 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/oracle/ 
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